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With the sendance-testkit, sendance offers the opportunity to make first personal
experiences with the sendance-grid and the sendance-cloud and to participate in the
active development. It is therefore a pre-release version that will be continuously improved.

The sendance-grid is a soft, compliant and stretchable sensor network that measures
pressure distribution in the sendance-testkit. With a thickness of less than one millimeter,
the sensor network can be integrated into a variety of orthopedic applications such as shoe
insoles and prosthetic sockets.

The sendance-cloud identifies sendance-grids via wireless data connection and allows
"live" (real-time) or locally recorded data to be collected and analyzed from them. In
addition to multiple options for pressure distribution analysis, the sendance-cloud also
offers specialized gait analysis and much more.

Gain experience with sendance solutions and actively help shape them. sendance is
grateful for any feedback - gladly also in a personal conversation.

Contact us!
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First steps

Overview
The sendance-testkit consists of sendance-grids (sensor networks embedded in shoe
insoles) and the sendance-cloud software. Among other things, the sendance-cloud is
used to control the sendance-grids: Using Bluetooth, you can visualize and record data
"live" as long as they stay close to the PC (live mode) - for example, do not change rooms.
Otherwise, a recording will also stop when the local storage of the grid is full or the battery
is running out.  After stopping, the recordings are uploaded from their sendance-grids to
the sendance-cloud. With "live" or local recordings you can perform analysis by graphs, by
gait, etc., or download the raw data as CSV.

Do you have any other suggestions for features? Contact us!

System requirements
For sendance-cloud you need a stable internet connection and an internet browser with
Web Bluetooth support:

● Chrome from version 56
● Edge from version 79
● Opera from version 43

Currently, Windows 10 and 11 are officially supported as operating systems.

Furthermore, your PC or laptop must support Bluetooth 4.0 (BLE) or higher. Most of today's
laptops support this - for "desktop computers" you may need a Bluetooth dongle.

Control elements electronics
For dispatches until 20.12.2022 (Sensotronic 1.1.1)

For dispatches from 21.12.2022 (Sensotronic 2.0.0 and higher)

All dispatches
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For dispatches until 20.12.2022 (Sensotronic 1.1.1)

(A) Slide switch for switching on and off:

● Using a SIM card tool supplied with the testkit (see illustration on the bottom) or a
standard toothpick, you can move the slide switch to the left or right to switch the
electronics on or off.
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For dispatches from 21.12.2022 (Sensotronic 2.0.0 and higher)

(A) “Function” and “Reset” buttons:

Using a SIM card tool supplied with the testkit (see illustration on the bottom) or a standard
toothpick, you can actuate these buttons, whereas:

● The “Function”-button (bigger hole, left) causes the device to “sleep” (save battery
but also turn off Bluetooth and all other functionality like measuring data or
recording) when pressing for more than 3 seconds (press until blue LED turns off
and red turns on shortly). To wake-up the device afterward, press the button again
until the blue LED starts blinking again.

● The “Reset”-button (smaller hole, right) causes the device to restart. This may
interrupt existing Bluetooth connections, ongoing local recordings, etc.

SIM card tool for button usage.

Please be aware that you cannot fully turn off the microcontroller, only set it “sleeping”
with the “Function”-button. Accordingly, the battery charge may become low after 7-10
days in sleep mode.
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All dispatches
(B) Micro USB socket and status LEDs:

● white LED:
○ solid glow: electronics are charging
○ solid glow stops: electronics fully charged
○ Fast flashing: electronics may not be switched on (and therefore not

charging). If the electronics are switched on, the battery may be defective.
● micro-USB socket: you can use this to charge the battery. To do so, use a

commercially available micro-USB cable and plug in the grid while it is turned on.
● red LED:

○ continuous red glow: bootloader problem at startup. Try pressing the “reset”
button, otherwise refer to the FAQ.

○ short flashing when switching on: successful startup
● blue LED:

○ slow flashing: electronics running but no active Bluetooth connection to the
sendance-cloud.

○ continuous glow: electronics running with active Bluetooth connection to
sendance-cloud

● No LEDs are turned on:
○ This means the device is either “asleep” or the battery level is too low. As

such, try turning it on again with the “Function” or “Reset” buttons, and/or
charge it.

Usage
1. Open the sendance-cloud in a supported browser (see system requirements).
2. Log in with the user name and password provided.
3. Ensure that Bluetooth is activated.
4. Ensure the insole is switched on (blue LED light is blinking, see Control elements

electronics).
5. Make sure that the insole is not loaded.
6. Click the Connect button for the respective sole (left or right).
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7. Select the insole to be connected and click on "Pair".

8. If Bluetooth authentication is required: Enter passkey (PIN) "010101". This step can
be omitted if the insole has already been paired once before.

9. The Bluetooth connection is established. If the connection is successful, the Connect
button changes its status to Disconnect button. The insole can now be loaded and
the transmitted sensor values are displayed in the different views.

10. To connect another insole, repeat steps 4 to 9.

Features

Views
The software offers different views that can be selected by clicking on the respective tab.

Certain views are only selectable for recorded data, but not for live data.
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Insole view

This view shows the pressure distribution as a heat map on a 3D model of the insole. The
3D view can be rotated as desired by clicking and dragging. The 3D navigation (C) can also
be used to select specific view axes (by clicking on the Y axis, for example, the scene is
displayed from above). The color legend (D) shows which color represents which pressure
value. The maximum value can be edited by clicking. By clicking and dragging up/down on
the color scale, the maximum value can also be moved up/down.

Live mode
If "Live Data" is selected in the selection list (A), the view shows the currently measured
pressure values of the connected devices. A new recording can be created in this mode.

Play mode
If a previously created recording is selected in the selection list (A), you can choose
between the following subviews (B):

● Timeline: Shows the pressure values at the time set on the timeline (G). Clicking the
“Play”/”Pause” button (E) plays/pauses the recording. The playback speed can be
adjusted by clicking on the selection (F).

● Average: Shows the average pressure values over the entire recording.
● Maximum: Shows the maximum pressure values over the entire recording.
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Foot view

This view works in the same way as the insole view, but here the pressure distribution is
visualized on the 3D model of an exemplary pair of feet.

Graph view

This view shows the pressure values of the selected sensors as a graph over time.
Minimum, average and maximum (calculated over the pressure values of all selected
sensors) are also displayed. Individual sensors can be selected or deselected by clicking in
the sensor overview.
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Gait view

This view provides simple gait analysis functions. For each foot (left/right), the gait line, the
measured total pressure as a graph over time and the average duration of the stance and
swing phase are displayed.

Recording

Start recording
1. Ensure that at least one insole is connected.
2. Select "Live Data" in the selection list.
3. Press the Record button.

4. Choose recording mode.
a. Central Recording: Recording takes place on PC. Insoles need to stay

connected for the duration of the recording. Recorded data is available
instantly.

b. Peripheral Recording: Recording takes place on insoles. Insoles may be
disconnected after recording was started. Recorded data is available after
download from insoles. Insoles must run firmware 2.0.0 or later (dispatched
December 21, 2022 or later) for this feature to be usable. Starting a new
recording will overwrite any existing recordings on the connected insoles.
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5. Click “Record” to start the recording.

Stop recording
1. Click the “Stop” button.

2. New recording appears in the selection list and is automatically selected.
3. Recordings made in "Central Recording" mode are immediately available and can be

inspected and analyzed in the different views. These recordings are also
automatically saved in the sendance-cloud in the background and are thus available
to the user on any end devices after login. Recordings made in “Peripheral
Recording” mode must first be downloaded from the insole.

Download recording from insole
1. Connect insole (see usage).
2. Recordings available on the insole are automatically added to the selection list. If

the recording is still in progress, it must first be stopped (see stop recording).
3. Select recording in the selection list.
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4. Click “Download”.

5. Wait until the download and processing of the recorded data is complete. During
this process other functions of the application may be used, the download continues
in the background.

6. After a successful download, the recorded data can be inspected and analyzed in
the different views.

Rename recording
1. Select a recording in the selection list.
2. Click on the name of the recording.
3. Enter a new name and confirm by pressing enter.

Deleting a recording
1. Select the recording in the selection list.
2. Click the “Delete” button.

3. Confirm security prompt.
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Download recording as CSV file
1. Select the recording in the selection list.
2. Click the “Download” button.

3. The downloaded CSV file contains in the first column a time value (in seconds
relative to the start of the recording) and in the following columns the measured
pressure values of the individual sensors (in kPa) at that time.

Settings
The settings can be opened by clicking on the gear icon.

Active sensors
Click to deactivate or reactivate individual sensors of the currently connected devices.
Deactivated sensors do not provide any measurements. By default, all sensors are active.

Tare
Stores the currently measured load as zero state (comparable to the tare function of a
scale).
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Manual
Links to the download page for manuals.

Logout
Logs out the currently logged-in user and returns to the login.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Here you will find the most common problems and assistance with them. If these do not
lead to success, contact us!

General

The status LED lights of the electronics do not light up after switching
on.

1. Switch the electronics off and on again (changing the slide switch position, see
Control elements electronics).

2. Make sure that the electronics are switched on (changing the slide switch position,
see Control elements electronics).

3. Make sure that the battery is not empty by charging the grid for at least 2 hours via
micro USB with a USB charger (see Control elements electronics), then repeat steps
1-2.

The red status LED lights up continuously.
Try using the “Reset”-button (see Control elements electronics) and see if the blue LED
starts blinking normally again. Otherwise, please contact us.

Connectivity issues

I cannot establish a Bluetooth connection (Bluetooth device list is
empty) or the connection fails (Bluetooth button "wobbles").

1. Switch the electronics off and on again (see Control elements electronics).
2. Follow the steps in Usage.
3. If this is not successful, make sure that the blue status LED starts blinking after

power on, otherwise follow the steps here.
4. If this is not successful, delete the pairing with the sendance device in the Bluetooth

settings of your operating system and repeat steps 1.-3. .
5. If this is not successful, delete all cookies for sendance.at and reload the web

application.
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The Bluetooth connection breaks in live mode.
1. Make sure that the user of the sendance-grid is not more than 5-10 meters away

from the receiving device - their PC (depending on the receiving range of their PC)
and especially not in any other room.

2. Make sure that there are no extreme amounts of "smart devices" such as laptops,
PCs, IoT devices, etc. in their immediate vicinity (such as in RF labs, large crowds, or
similar).

3. If the connection is still not stable despite these measures, please perform step 4
from “I cannot establish a Bluetooth connection (Bluetooth device list is empty) or
the connection fails (Bluetooth button "wobbles")”.

Display problems

The pressure in live mode is consistently 0 or too low.
1. Make sure that the sendance-grid was not loaded when connecting to the

sendance-cloud, otherwise reconnect them (see Usage).
2. Unload the sendance-grid and use the function Tare in the settings.

One of the promised views is not available to me.
1. Make sure that you are in the correct mode. Some analyses are only available after

recording and not in live mode (see Views).

Compatibility

My PC has no Bluetooth or it’s not working in a stable manner (e.g.
Surface Pro 3).
We recommend using a USB bluetooth dongle (Bluetooth 4.0 or higher). To install:

1. Delete existing pairings with sendance devices in the Bluetooth settings of your
operating system.

2. Plug in the USB bluetooth dongle.
3. Reboot your PC. Afterwards, the USB bluetooth dongle should be used

automatically.
4. Switch the electronics of your sendance device off and on again (see Control

elements electronics).

Additional Help
You can contact us

● via email: support@sendance.at
● via telephone: +43 660 7418106
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Data protection
By using the sendance-cloud, you agree that all data described below will be processed by
sendance GmbH. To exercise your rights according to GDPR art. 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, and
77 please contact the data protection officer.

If you only use the sendance-cloud website to obtain information and do not provide any
data, then we only process the data that is required to display the website on the
Internet-capable device you are using. These are in particular: IP address, date and time of
the request, amount of data transferred in each case, the website from which the request
comes, browser type and browser version, operating system. The legal basis of the
processing of this data are legitimate interests according to art. 6 para. 1 subpara. 1 let. f)
GDPR, in order to enable the presentation of the website in principle.

In addition, you can use various services on the website, where further personal and
non-personal data are processed in order to be able to realize and further develop the
services. These are in particular, among others: sendance-grid measurement and usage
data, and related parameterization and analysis data.

Person in charge & data protection officer
Person in charge: Dr. Robert Koeppe, sendance GmbH, Pulvermühlstraße 3, A-4040 Linz,
phone: +43 660 3760735, E-Mail: robert.koeppe@sendance.at.

Data protection officer: Dr. Yana Vereshchaga, sendance GmbH, Pulvermühlstraße 3,
A-4040 Linz, phone: +43 689 3114044, E-Mail: yana.vereshchaga@sendance.at.
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Contact
Dr. Robert Koeppe

sendance GmbH

Pulvermühlstraße 3

A-4040 Linz

phone.: +43 660 7418106

E-Mail: support@sendance.at

Facebook: facebook.com/sendanceGmbh

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/sendance-gmbh
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